Known and recognized as a sporting and festive resort, Tignes also confirms its OPEN positioning: open to the world, open-minded, open to all audiences...

Tignes is the resort where sport is enjoyed all year and targets everyone, with the promise of a virtuous approach, bearer of values.

Tignes therefore puts an emphasis on ethics, and is delighted and proud to introduce the first edition of a large-scale project close to its heart: the SPORT VALUES International Meeting.

A new and innovative event which will take place every year, at the beginning of the winter season.

During one week, the SPORT VALUES International Meeting offers a diversity of content, both entertaining and conducive to reflection, adapted for bringing the invited nations together and for allowing them to share their respective visions.
The event intends to bring together a large audience: sports governance stakeholders, professional athletes, educated amateurs, healthcare and education professionals, students, youth and general public...

This is why the SPORT VALUES International Film Festival and the Conferences & Debates are subject to registration but available free of charge.

Renowned athletes, conscious decision-makers, committed organisations and structures (Invictus Games Foundation, Help for Heroes, Terre Fraternité, Disability Snowsport UK...): inspirational speakers lead 3 conferences and bring the debate at the summit.

- The moral and physical recovery through sport
- Diplomacy through sport
- Sport and its values as educational tools

During sporting and general knowledge events, the diplomatic representatives will challenge each other in altitude!

Renowned athletes dedicate privileged time to students of local schools and universities, to transmit their vision of sport values within the framework of their disciplines, their careers, and their personal lives.

Screening of documentaries on the theme of community actions, directed by athletes around the world.

A charity Gala evening, which will help raising funds for different organisations, will bring the SPORT VALUES International Meeting to a close, and will still reserve some wonderful surprises.

sportvalues.net